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Special Preview
By popular demand, the Tea Ceremony Ritual.

Tea Ceremony (Ritual)

Description: When Lady Doji served tea for the very first Emperor, the 
tea ceremony was born. Since then, the ceremony has been passed down 
through generations, finding a wider audience and incorporating Shin-
seist teachings into its practice. Ceremony styles vary among the clans, 
from the gilded tea rooms of the Phoenix to the imperfect tea bowls of 
the Dragon, the early morning gatherings of the Crane to the snow- and 
moon-viewing ceremonies of the Scorpion. Although the decor, meal se-
lections, and ceramics vary, at its core the tea ceremony is fundamentally 
an appreciation of tea and, if done well, a spiritual moment for its partici-
pants. The tea represents all five elements: the fire used to heat the water, 
the earth from which the tea powder is grown, and the air that carries the 
aroma of the tea. Finally, void holds all four elements together, and brings 
in the mysterious fifth element, the moment of harmony and tranquility 
as one sips the tea. 

The chakai, or casual tea gathering, is a less formal version and in-
cludes sweets, thin tea, and a few courses of light but beautifully prepared 
food—if there is any meal served at all. Guests are escorted to site of the 
tea ceremony, ideally a tea house specially designed for this function or 
another place of elegant simplicity. There, they are asked to cleanse their 
mouths and hands—and also their souls—much in the same way purifi-
cation is performed at shrines. They guests sit in a prescribed order based 
on status and are offered sweets. The host makes the tea in front of them 
in a series of elaborate, meticulous steps, each gesture or position passed 
down to them from tea masters through the ages. Finally, the host serves 
the tea to the guests, who partake of the same bowl one after another. The 
guest of honor is expected to participate in the ceremony and appreciate 
the host by remarking upon the quality and seasonal details of the tea 
and decor. After the tea has been finished, and the utensils cleaned and 
put away, the guests leave the tea house in the order they arrived, and the 
host’s final bow signifies the end of the ceremony.

Prerequisites: School rank 1 XP Cost: 3

Activation: Once per game session, as a downtime activity using a tea 
set, you may make a TN 2 Performance (Void) check targeting up to five 
characters, who are also participants. Up to one other participant may 
assist, providing the usual benefits (see Assistance on page @@).

Effects: Each target removes 3 strife, plus additional strife equal to your 
bonus successes.

New Opportunities

: Reduce the TN of each target’s next check this session by 1.

+: Each target recovers 1 fatigue, plus 1 fatigue per   spent this way.

 : If you succeed, each target recovers 1 Void point.


